Top Email
Marketing Blunders
and How to Avoid (and Recover From) Them
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Introduction
Picture this—you’ve labored and toiled away on your email campaign, and now it’s
finally on message, has awesome art, and your recipient list is perfect. So you click
‘send’. You proudly see it go out and arrive in your own inbox—only to realize moments
later that your copyedits didn’t save and your email is riddled with typos.
The horror, the panic! You’ve had nightmares

Email is a tried and true way for marketers to

With that in mind, delivering inaccurate

about this day, you’ve heard email marketers

connect with their customers and potential

information or sending messages with

talk about their own horror stories and

customers. While there are certainly newer

mistakes (aka blunders) could cost you!

recoveries like badges of honor—but right now,

channels, like mobile and social, that offer

it’s happening to you! What do you do next?

additional ways to build relationships, email

Today, personalized marketing is more
important than ever as customers decide their

gives marketers the ability to deliver messages
directly into a customer’s inbox.

This ebook will review the potential blunders
marketers make in their email marketing
campaigns, why those blunders make a
difference, and then how to prevent (and fix)

own path to brand engagement. And because

As email has matured as a channel, so has the

these types of mistakes. So, if the scenario we

your customers often find you before you

ability to personalize and design emails—now

described at the beginning happens to you,

reach out to them, there’s no better time to

customer’s expect an engaging email to

you’ll be prepared. Let’s get started!

make sure that each channels is exceptionally

include these features.

personal, relevant, and engaging.

Potential
Blunders

Incorrect
Personalization

Irrelevant
Information

Failing to Proofread
Your Emails

Incorrect
Cadence
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Email Blunder #1: Incorrect Personalization
If you haven’t started personalization yet, you’re living in the past. While personalization is a critical
part of any marketing campaign, it is particularly important for a successful email marketing program.
Personalization is the ability to segment your

Ways you can personalize your email

customers based on who they are or what they
do—and using that information to send your

Sender
Subject Line

audience the right message, at the right time, to
the right person, on the right device.
In email, you can personalize in a variety of

From: Tom Smith

ways, including your:
•

Subject Line

•

Greeting

•

Language

•

Email Body

•

Sender

We’ve got something cooking!
Surprise, Mr. Thomas!
We have a lot going on
this month. Check out the
video on the right for a brief
preview of what we’ve been
up to and how to get in on it.

Segmentation should go beyond the basic
customer information, such as name and
contact information. Your segmentation can
also include intent—like possible customer
lifetime value, behavior, profile, demographics,
and firmographics.
Let’s check out some common email
personalization blunders:

Greeting

Email Body
Language
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Wrong Token
A token is a placeholder for information or

Placing the wrong token can happen because

This email blunder is detrimental because when

dynamic bits of text pulled from a database and

of dirty data—when your database has fields

your recipient takes the time to open and read

inserted into an email. Tokens, like first names, can

that are full of incorrect or missing information.

your email, it looks and feels like you didn’t

be used to personalize an email message greeting.

When that occurs, a customer receives an email

In the example below you can see this email is

that’s addressed to the wrong name, like in the

personalized with a token for not only name,

example below. See how the greeting addresses

but also the customer number—making the

the customer as ‘Unrecognized’ instead of their

email unique for each customer.

name? That’s a failed token caused by dirty data—

take the time to figure out his or her name.
Eek! And that is very bad form from a company.
Bad personalization can be worse than
no personalization.

where the name field must have been empty.

From: Tom Johnson >		
To: Sally Smith >

Unrecognized, check this out
May 23, 2015 at 2:15 PM
hi Unrecognized,
do you need a dependable way to earn $506 per day
operating from home?
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Wrong Location

Wrong Language

City, state, and country can also be tokens.

Make sure that you are using the right

The second meaning to utilizing the wrong

Offers specific to a customer’s location have

language in your emails. This can have a

language occurs when marketers use

greater impact than any other personalization

couple of different meanings.

inaccurate keywords or outdated industry terms

element, according to an IPG Media Lab and

In literal terms, businesses with multi-lingual

(that either no longer apply or demonstrate

Yahoo! study. Research from IPG Media Lab

clients might inadvertently send an email

that your company is behind the times). For

and Yahoo! found that 55% of consumers

written in Spanish to English-speakers, or vice

example, say you are a web development

viewing location-based advertisements

versa. This type of blunder instantly alienates

company and send an email out that discusses

considered the brand favorably.

your email recipients who then feel that a

“web 2.0”. The term “web 2.0” peaked in

brand simply doesn’t care to send them

popularity in 2004. If your company used this

marketing in the correct language.

word in recent marketing material, it might

Getting location information wrong
demonstrates a lack of organization and
understanding on the part of the brand. No one

indicate that your company was outdated.

wants to see a half-day event advertised for
sunny Florida when you are stuck in a blizzard
in New York.

55%

of consumers viewing
location-based advertisements
considered the brand favorably.
IPG Media Lab & Yahoo!
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Consequences of
Personalization Email Blunders

48% 45%
of those polled
buy more from
companies that
personalized
emails, but
also...

actually expect
businesses to
personalize
interactions
based on past
behavior.

OK, so what are the consequences of

Group’s Email Marketing Report show that

personalization blunders? While it may seem

personalized emails improve click-through

obvious, these consequences beg to be

rates by 14% and conversion rates by 10%.

repeated! Dropping the ball when it comes

Without consistent, accurate personalization,

to personalization demonstrates a lack of

these rates can plateau or decline.

awareness and care. It can leave customers
feeling like your business isn’t concerned about
their wants or needs. A December 2014 poll
from MyBuys found that not only did 48% of
those polled buy more from companies that
personalized emails, but also 45% actually expect
businesses to personalize interactions based on
past behavior.

MyBuys poll, 2014

Incorrect personalization is particularly
detrimental to relationships with existing
customers. Loyal supporters expect brands
they’ve interacted with in the past to
recognize them, and treat them well. They
may not return if a business can’t recall their
preferences, locations, interests, or name! It
feels like a good friend forgetting your birthday

Your entire brand and marketing campaign can

or pronouncing your name wrong. And we all

suffer due to incorrect personalization in

know how that feels!

email messages. Findings from the Aberdeen
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Email Blunder #2: Irrelevant Information
Sending a customer an email full of information he can’t use is
a great way to clog his inbox and turn him off of your business
completely. Relevant content and segments help businesses
better understand the content customers enjoy and require.

Wrong Segmentation
Segmentation is the art of dividing a

campaigns. By combining demographic and

marketplace into parts and identifying the

behavioral segmentation, you can create email

variables associated with each one. Marketers

campaigns that speak directly to who your

typically divide customer databases into

customer is and her preferences.

segments based on characteristics defining
who consumers are (demographic and
firmographic), and their behavior across the
brand channels.

According to DMA’s 2013 National Client
Email Report, it’s estimated that 30% of email
revenue comes out of properly segmented
campaign messages. In addition, Marketo’s

Demographics like age, gender, industry,

Benchmark on Email Marketing study found

and geography are important for your

that segmentation produced a higher return

segmentation efforts. Additionally, behavior

on investment than both drip marketing or

segmentation, like purchase history and what

dynamic content.

your customer has interacted with on your
website, is critical for effective email marketing
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Wrong Segmentation
Let’s take a look at this blunder in action. A

Janrain & Harris Interactive, almost 75% of

visitor lands on your department store’s retail

online consumers report getting frustrated

website and signs up for updates from your

with website content that has little or nothing to

blog—therefore volunteering information.

do with their interests. Think about how poorly

Then, she goes to another section of your

the customer in the example will respond

website to look at women’s shoes, make-up, and

when she receives an email to her personal

accessories. Later, that same visitor receives

account that completely misses the mark?

multiple emails about menswear sales, cologne,
and shoes. Your customer—who is displaying
clear behavioral signals—unsubscribes because
you did not properly segment her and are
sending her irrelevant emails.

Offers, advertisements, promotions, and
suggestions aligning with a customer’s
demographics and behaviors are so much
more powerful. According to Econsultancy, over
half—52%—of marketers agree personalization

Failing to segment current and potential

of web copy and email content is fundamental

customers renders email marketing campaigns

to online marketing strategies.

almost entirely ineffective. According to

Almost

75%

of online consumers report getting frustrated
with website content that has little or nothing to
do with their interests.

Janrain & Harris Interactive
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Email Blunder #3: Failing to Proofread Your Emails
Because email communication is a tool that you use to share your brand and messages
with customers, editing and revising needs to be an essential part of your email
marketing process.
Marketers who don’t proofread their email messages before hitting send

Unfortunately, broken links sometimes happen. They can’t totally be

run the risk of presenting elementary mistakes, or miscommunicating

avoided. So as a precautionary measure you can help combat that

to their most promising customers. This can damage your brand. Your

frustration with a fun 404-error page—like Bit.ly’s.

communications represent to your customers who you are and what
your company is all about. What message does it send when you are
careless with spelling?

But ultimately, a broken link means that you lose the attention and
possibly the respect of your customer. So make sure to check all of
your links before you press send!

The customer might also assume that you’re careless with customer
service or with your product, so it’s very important to present a polished,
edited set of communications, even if the tone is fun loving.

Broken Links
Any number of things can go wrong with links in an email: missing links,
links redirecting to an unrelated page, links that send users to error
pages, and more.
You know those few precious seconds of attention your customer gives
you when he opens one of your emails? A broken link quickly takes that
attention and directs him somewhere else. This creates frustration and
takes your customer out of the immersive experience your brand needs
to create in order to build rapport and trust.
Bit.ly 404 page copy: “Uh oh, bit.ly couldn’t find a link for the bit.ly URL you clicked. Most
bit.ly URLs are 4-5 characters, and only include letters and numbers (and are case sensitive).”
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Wrong Banner

Spelling, Grammar, and Date Errors

An email banner is a colorful, engaging image usually embedded into

Spelling, grammar, and calendar errors can not only make your brand look

the top of an email message, that allows users to quickly identify the

unintelligent to customers, but it could potentially change your meaning.

main message of the email. Typically, users can click on the banner to

Think about the confusion that often occurs between “their”, “there”, and

learn more about the products, services, or promotions offered. Because

“they’re”. Using one of these pronouns incorrectly in marketing materials

email banners are highly visual and usually the first thing a recipient sees

is a big no-no!

when they open your email, it’s important that you include the right one.
Including a banner with the wrong message, the wrong visual, or a
banner meant for a different audience can alienate users and decrease
the effectiveness of your email.

broad list of recipients (at every level of an organization) but accidentally
include a banner that addresses executives only. That type of error can
make the other recipients question if they are really invited and if the
attendance numbers.

an email message. Getting the date of an event, promotion, subscription
deadline, or holiday wrong is sloppy and could lead to disgruntled
customers trying to redeem coupons the day after expiration, or scheduling

For example, imagine that you are sending an email for an event to a

event is truly meant for them, ultimately affecting your event

Promotions running for a limited time also need to be clearly outlined in

their attendance at an event that’s actually happening on a different day.
Proofreading and copyediting mishaps stem from simple human error, but
customers aren’t quick to forgive or forget. Customers subconsciously
associate strong spelling and grammar skills with intelligent and ambitious
people on the sender’s side of an email—so make sure you create
a process to cross-check your communication to reinforce a good
impression of your brand.

Create and Update Your “Alt” Tags
An “alt” tag lets users who have blocked images know what
they are missing if they have the images turned off on their
phone or email client. In this Marketo example, we use alt
tags that clearly show the reader what images they can’t see.
We have also formatted the HTML to look like buttons—note
the “Download Now” and “Learn more about Marketo Social
Marketing”. Leaving unformatted “alt” tags or undescriptive
image titles makes your email look messy and leaves out
information for your customer.
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Email Blunder #4: Incorrect Cadence
Cadence is synonymous with tempo and frequency—in other words, the number of
emails a business sends to its customer database within a given time. Operating without
a set cadence is a top email blunder that can cause trouble in your email marketing
program. Let’s explore why!

Too Many Emails
Consumers feel overwhelmed by the number of email messages they

Click to open rate (CTR)

receive on a daily basis. Sending too many messages may increase
revenue, but it can also increase opt-out and unsubscribe rates. It’s
important to find the right balance between communicating effectively,
driving action, and irritating your customers. Good email marketing is
relevant and engaging—a high unsubscribe rate may indicate that your
emails are not relevant or engaging…perhaps due to the frequency.
For example, the Marketo Institute data to the right illustrates the effects
of a batch and blast approach—sending emails at a high frequency to a
large group of people without segmentation—versus a more targeted
and tailored approach to email marketing—sending emails based on
the activity, actions and segments of subscribers. On the right of the
chart, you’ll see that the number of recipients is extremely high, but the
click-to-open rate is low. Now, compare that to what is a more targeted
approach—likely because of segmentation—on the left, with a lower
recipient volume and a much higher click-to-open. Consumers are
much more likely to engage with an email that is specific to them.
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Too Many Emails
Let’s look at another example, a case study

More importantly, the business lost 162,600

reported by Target Marketing Magazine:

more subscribers when sending 12 emails each

one company increased its monthly email

month and their annual profits accrued from

send from 5 to 12 messages. The company’s

email marketing declined from $1.3 million

monthly opt-out rate increased 1.13%.

to $375,000.

Take a look at the example below (eek!). You don’t want to do this to your customer’s inbox:

Email Frequency
Best Practices:

your email frequency should never feel overwhelming.

At Marketo, we recommend
that during the opt-in process,
you set expectations about
email frequency. A preference
center allows your customers
to set their preferences
about topics and timing of
messages. Offering your
customers transparency and
control will help you keep
them interested and engaged.
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Communicate Across Channels
Rather than relying solely on email to send newsletters, promotional
coupons, and company updates to consumers, marketers can try
connecting via personalized ads on social media, text messaging, push
notifications in mobile apps, and the old-fashioned way—in person.
A good communication strategy and campaign promotion plan includes
all of the channels your customer engages on. Ideally, a customer that
interacts with you on social media,and then navigates to your website,
will receive an email that seamlessly integrates with their experience
on the other channels. Email marketing is one important part of how
marketers can build a continuous conversation across channels, so think
of it as a way to support and build upon your customers’ experience.
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The Email Marketers’ Worst-Case Scenario Handbook
Marketers are humans, which is good. Consumers don’t want to interact with
computers—they want to engage with real people and legitimate businesses. This
means sometimes companies make email blunders. When this happens, the business
needs to have a plan in place and be ready to jump into action. Here’s a quick guide to
help you prepare yourself and your organization for a worst-case scenario situation.

Stakeholder TeamS
PR Team

Email Marketing Team

Product Marketing

Social Media Team

Executives

Customer Support

Consider any other
customer facing teams.
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Create Your Stakeholder Team
Every brand needs to know which team members from each department are best equipped
to handle email slip-ups most effectively. Between demand generation, product marketing,
customer support, executives, and public relations, build a solid response team ahead
of any mishaps.
Identifying the stakeholders, and their individual roles, is important because when
something does go wrong, each player is prepared to step up to the plate and remedy the
situation—making your response time much quicker.

Your stakeholder team may include:
üü Email Marketing Team:
They may need to stop programs set to run.
üü PR Team:

üü Product Marketing:
This team often has customer-facing roles
and may hear from customers. Make sure

Depending on the scale of the blunder

they are prepared with some appropriate

(you will define), PR may need to issue a

language to address the issue.

statement and be prepared to respond
to customers and investors.
üü Social Media Team:
In conjunction with your PR team, your
social media community manager must

üü Customer Support:
As the front line of customer communications,
customer support needs to be ready to
respond and offer an explanation.
üü Executives:

be prepared to proactively address the issue

Determine which executives need to be

and respond to any feedback.

notified when this happens. Executives don’t
like to hear about blunders second-hand.
üü Consider any other customer facing teams.
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Develop a Notification Plan

Scenario Plans

Consumers will know that something is amiss

Your response to a blunder should be tailored

as soon as they open their emails and read

for that unique situation, but don’t let that

the content—but keep in mind that only a

stop you from anticipating different types

percentage of email recipients will open the

of blunders and how you’d like to respond.

email. Your response team needs to come up

Scenario planning will help make your

with a notification plan based on the severity

organization more nimble when a

or impact of the blunder. To start, consider:

blunder occurs.
For instance, let’s say you accidentally send

• How will you notify each member
of the team?
• Do you need to create a response
team alias?
• Who is responsible for
that communication?
• What are the triggers (benchmarks
like the size of the recipient list or
segment of recipients) for various
types of responses?

out a promotion email for an event in Tucson,
Arizona to your audience in Minneapolis,
Minnesota. Take a look at the open rates
first. If the email has a low open rate, you
may decide not to send an apology email
because it would be highlighting the error
for customers.

It’s important
to develop a
notification plan
ahead of time so
that you are able
to respond quickly
in the case of
a blunder.

With scenario planning, you are able to
simulate stressful situations—allowing you
the time and space to think through all the
angles and weigh the pros and cons of each
response. It also helps you get buy-in for the
responses before a blunder actually occurs.
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Checklist:
Preventing Email
Blunders

Of course, taking preventative measures is the best way
to avoid blunders altogether. Marketo recommends
all marketers consider the following checklist to
avoid making email blunders in the first place:

Audience

Content

Everything Else

£ £ Who is the audience?

££ Is content mobile-, tablet-, and
server-friendly?

££ Is the send scheduled for
the right time and date for a
particular geographical region?

££ Are the names of each person
on an email list capitalized
appropriately?
££ Are all tokens correct?
££ Is the language geared toward
the audience’s business types?

££ Are images engaging and
stylized to meet brand
guidelines?
££ Is the copy too long?
££ Is the copy easy to read?
££ Are there any spelling or
grammatical errors?

££ Is there time to look over the
message once more?
£ £ Do all external links
lead customers to the
correct location?
££ Who on the team needs to
approve the communication
and program?
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Conclusion
Email blunders can have
a detrimental impact on
customer engagement,
brand trustworthiness, and
overall ROI. Businesses need
to avoid making mistakes
in email and know exactly
what to do in the event of
a blunder. People aren’t
perfect, but if marketers
follow the guidelines here,
they can get pretty close!
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Marketo (NASDAQ: MKTO) provides the leading marketing software
for companies of all sizes to build and sustain engaging customer
relationships. Spanning today’s digital, social, mobile and offline channels,
Marketo’s® customer engagement platform powers a set of breakthrough
applications to help marketers tackle all aspects of digital marketing from
the planning and orchestration of marketing activities to the delivery of
personalized interactions that can be optimized in real-time. Marketo’s
applications are known for their ease-of-use, and are complemented by
the Marketing Nation™, a thriving network of more than 250 third-party
solutions through our LaunchPoint™ ecosystem and over 50,000
marketers who share and learn from each other to grow their collective
marketing expertise. The result for modern marketers is unprecedented
agility and superior results. Headquartered in San Mateo, CA with offices
in Europe, Australia and a joint-venture in Japan, Marketo serves as a
strategic marketing partner to more than 3,000 large enterprises and
fast-growing small companies across a wide variety of industries. For
more information, visit marketo.com.
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